Berkeley Innovation & Entrepreneurship Ecosystem Highlights
2000 - Today
UC Berkeley I&E Ecosystem: 2005

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

NEW PRODUCT R&D SUPPORT

PRODUCT/MARKET FIT SUPPORT

STARTUP SUPPORT

FUNDING SUPPORT

SHARE CARRY FUNDS

FUNDING SUPPORT

LEGAL SUPPORT

ENTREPRENEURSHIP & IP SUPPORT

INTTELLIGENT PROPERTY & INDUSTRY RESEARCH ALLIANCE

RECRUITING SUPPORT

CAREER CENTER

Berkeley IPIRA

Berkeley Ventures

GLOBAL SOCIAL VENTURE COMPETITION

HAAS BUSINESS PLAN COMPETITION

BIG IDEAS
UC Berkeley I&E Ecosystem: 2010

CBE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (PDP)

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

Berkeley Bioengineering

GLOBAL VENTURE LAB

SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY INSTITUTE

MARVELL NANOFABRICATION LAB

Biomolecular Nanotechnology Center

NEW PRODUCT R&D SUPPORT

GLOBAL VENTURE LAB

HAAS BUSINESS PLAN COMPETITION

PRODUCT/MARKET FIT SUPPORT

C2M

STARTUP SUPPORT

Berkeley Startup Cluster

FUNDING SUPPORT

ALSOP LOUIE PARTNERS

LEGAL SUPPORT

Entreprenuership

& IP SUPPORT

Berkeley IP IRA

RECRUITING SUPPORT

Berkeley IP IRA

IP INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OFFICE

Your Gateway to Berkeley Lab Technology

CAREER CENTER

Berkeley IP IRA

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
UC Berkeley I&E Ecosystem: 2015

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
- Entrepreneurship
- Berkeley Haas
- Berkeley Bioengineering
- CBE PDP
- Garwood Center for Corporate Innovation
- SCET
- IM"M
- MIRI

GLOBAL VENTURE LAB
- SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY INSTITUTE
- Signatures Innovation Fellows
- cyclotronroad
- Biomolecular Nanotechnology Center

NEW PRODUCT R&D SUPPORT
- BSAC
- C2M
- CORPS

PRODUCT/MARKET FIT SUPPORT
- Berkeley Skydeck
- CITRIS Foundry
- LAUNCH Big IDEAS

STARTUP SUPPORT
- Berkeley Student Technology Fund
- Berkeley Starter Cluster

LEGAL SUPPORT
- Berkeley IPIRA

FUNDING SUPPORT
- Alsop Louie Partners
- Osage University Partners

RECRUITING SUPPORT
- Berkeley Catalyst Fund

SHARED RETURN FUNDS
- Startups at Berkeley
- IPIRA

ENTREPRENEURSHIP & IP SUPPORT
- Intellectual Property Office
- University of California

Berkeley UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
UC Berkeley I&E Ecosystem: Today

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
- Berkeley Haas Entrepreneurship
- CBE PDP
- Berkeley Bioengineering
- ROBINSON LIFE SCIENCE, BUSINESS, AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAM
- BERKELEY CENTER FOR GREEN CHEMISTRY

NEW PRODUCT R&D SUPPORT
- Berkeley Research Infrastructure Commons
- UC Berkeley I&E Ecosystem: Today
- CBE PDP
- SCET
- CITRIS Banatao Institute
- MIM
- SkyDeck ACE Intern Program
- Learn2 Innovate

PRODUCT/MARKET FIT SUPPORT
- Berkeley Changemaker.
- FUNG FELLOWSHIP
- Berkeley Biology+Business
- Berkeley M.E.T.
- Berkeley Impact Venture Partners

LEAN TRANSFER COURSE
- CalTestBed
- Rise lab
- HS Chair in Entrepreneurship Science
- CITRIS Innovation Lab
- BioMolecular Nanotechnology Center
- UC Berkeley BioLab

STARTUP SUPPORT
- Berkeley Health Engine
- LAUNCH Berkeley
- PostX
- cyclotronroad berkeley startup cluster
- BIG IDEAS
- Berkeley Haas Entrepreneurship
- Berkeley Impact Ventures
- BAKAR FELLOWS

FUNDING SUPPORT
- The House Fund
- i SCHOOL INNOVATORS
- DBL Partners
- CONTRARY
- VCIC
- LSEC VENTURE GRANTS

SHARED RETURN FUNDS
- Berkeley Skydeck Fund
- BERKELEY FRONTIER FUND
- BBV
- OLLIE
- startup@BerkeleyLaw

ENTREPRENEURSHIP & IP SUPPORT
- Berkeley IPIRA
- IP
- BERC
- CARRERA
- RECRUITING SUPPORT

LEGAL SUPPORT
- Berkeley IPIRA
- Intellectual Property & Industry Research Alliances
- FastTracking Founders Competition

NEW BUSINESS COMMUNITY LAW CLINIC
- New Business Community Law Clinic

OTHER RESOURCES
- FastTracking Founders Competition
- Berkeley Haas Innovation Center
- Berkeley Haas Innovation Lab